FAQ - OUTDOOROVEN

Use

Which features does the Outdooroven offer me?
The Outdooroven is designed as outside stove heater with cooking function. The fire in the stove is supplied with extra oxygen through the perforated panel on the inside of the oven. This causes the fire to be continuously supplied with sufficient oxygen. Aside from its function as outside fireplace and terrace heater the Outdooroven can also be used to cook. The fire heats the pizza brick in the oven, which is closed off with a door. In this oven both pizza's and oven meals can be prepared.

Safety

What safety hazards does the Outdooroven pose?
We advise you to determine if the Outdooroven is located properly yourself upon first use. This is because the Outdooroven emits a lot of heat that may damage objects surrounding it. Be mindful of this when stoking. The Outdooroven is a complete kitchen for the outdoors. The safety hazards that apply to an indoor kitchen or barbecue also apply for this product. Through the use of fire the oven is heated and this may cause the temperature to rise high close to the Outdooroven. Furthermore, the weathering steel is heated, which may cause injury upon direct contact. Therefore, always pay close attention to small children when using the Outdooroven.

Maintenance

What do I need to pay attention to when maintaining the Outdooroven?
It is advisable to clean the Outdooroven after use. The ash can be removed from the oven with a small shovel. Any rust that may have disappeared during use will return after cleaning, once you’ve removed the ash. The grill rack can be cleaned with water and cleaning agent. We recommend cleaning the pizza brick with hot water and a brush.

How important is maintenance to the Outdooroven?
To optimally extend the lifespan and functionality of the Outdooroven it is necessary to structurally keep the Outdooroven clean, we advise to do so after every use. Heaps of ash may gather over time, leaving less space for subsequent use. Additionally, as with a barbecue, it is advisable to keep the pizza brick and the grill clean, because the remaining food residue will burn with subsequent use.

Which cleaning product can I use on the Outdooroven?
Especially for the pizza brick we recommend using a neutral cleansing agent. For the grill an additional grill cleansing product can be used.

Weather conditions

Which weather conditions will the Outdooroven withstand?
The Outdooroven is made for outdoor use and will therefore withstand virtually all weather conditions.

Material

What materials does the Outdooroven consist of?
Weathering steel, a fireproof pizza brick and stainless steel for the grill.

How much does the Outdooroven weigh?
The Outdooroven weighs 55 kg.

Is the Outdooroven easy to move?
The Outdooroven is not easy to move by yourself. Two or more people will make it easy.
Packaging

How will the Outdooroven be packaged?
The Outdooroven will be delivered in a wooden crate.

What packaging materials are used?
Wooden mini-pallet and cardboard.

What are the dimensions of the packaging?
37×60×113cm.